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Abstract: Tungsten oxide is a widely used electrochromic material with important applications in
variable-transmittance smart windows as well as in other optoelectronic devices. Here we report on
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy applied to hydrous electrochromic tungsten oxide films
in a wide range of applied potentials. The films were able to reversibly bleach and color upon
electrochemical cycling. Interestingly, the bleaching potential was found to be significantly higher
than in conventional non-hydrous tungsten oxide films. Impedance spectra at low potentials showed
good agreement with anomalous diffusion models for ion transport in the films. At high potentials,
where little ion intercalation takes place, it seems that parasitic side reactions influence the spectra.
The potential dependence of the chemical capacitance, as well as the ion diffusion coefficient, were
analyzed. The chemical capacitance is discussed in terms of the electron density of states in the films
and evidence was found for a band tail extending below the conduction band edge.

Keywords: electrochromism; optoelectronic coatings; smart windows; hydrous tungsten oxide;
impedance spectroscopy; chemical capacitance

1. Introduction

Electrochromic (EC) devices can reversibly change their optical properties when an
external electrical potential is applied [1–3]. Their largest-scale technical application is
in smart windows [4–6], which are available on the market since several years and able
to impart energy efficiency and improved indoor comfort to buildings. Other important
optoelectronic applications encompass various types of displays and sensors as well as
rear-view mirrors for cars [2,5]. An EC device usually consists of a cathodic and an anodic
EC coating separated by an electrolyte and sandwiched between transparent electrical
contacts. Tungsten oxide (WO3) is the most widely used cathodic EC material [5,7]. It
exhibits significant optical absorption in the visible and near-infrared wavelength regions
when intercalated by H+ or Li+ ions. Optical switching is intimately related to ion transport
in the material, although it is the charge-compensating electrons—injected into the film
from the transparent contact to preserve charge neutrality—that are responsible for the
optical (polaronic) absorption [8]. Optical modulation in a device depends on the kinetics
of ion intercalation in the cathodic and anodic materials as well as on the impedance of the
electrolyte and the transparent conductor films. Hence, establishing the relation between
optical and ion/electron transport properties constitutes a key issue in research on EC
materials and devices.

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a powerful tool to characterize elec-
trochemical reactions and ion intercalation systems [9,10]. In contrast with the commonly
used voltametric, galvanostatic, and potentiostatic methods, it is a frequency-domain mea-
surement rather than a time-domain measurement. The EIS technique has been frequently
applied to EC materials and systems; a state-of-the-art review was presented recently [11].
EIS gives information about interfacial capacitance and charge transfer as well as on ion
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diffusion coefficients and even, in some cases, on electronic density of states. In the pi-
oneering work of Ho et al. [12], a so-called Randles equivalent circuit [13], including an
ordinary diffusion element, was used to interpret experimental data. This model has been
frequently used [14–18], but recently it has become apparent that there exist systematic
discrepancies between experiments and the basic Randles model. Extensions to the model
have involved effects of ion trapping [19,20] and anomalous diffusion phenomena [21].
In particular, anomalous diffusion models provide a versatile and accurate description of
the frequency-dependent impedance of EC materials such as amorphous WO3 [22,23] and
polycrystalline IrO2 [24]. As already remarked above, having information about diffusion
kinetics is vital to controlling the kinetics of EC devices.

WO3 is the most widely studied cathodic EC material. A detailed review focusing
on sputter-deposited films of this material was given some years ago [7] and more recent
developments can be found, for example, in [25–27]. Films sputtered at room temperature
are known to be amorphous and crystallization does not start until temperatures above
400 K [28]. The review [7] included a few preliminary optical data on a seldom studied
form of WO3, produced by sputtering in a mixed Ar + O2 + H2 gas ambient. This thin-
film deposition process was introduced by Giri and Messier [29] and yields films that are
colored in as-deposited state. Hydrous WO3 (denoted HWOx below) has been used in EC
devices together with dark as-prepared nickel oxide (NiO)-based anodic EC films [30,31].
A potential advantage of this device configuration is related to effects of stoichiometry
on the electrochromism of NiO, since it has been shown that over-stoichiometric films
(NiOy with y > 1), which are strongly absorbing under as-deposited conditions, display
a significantly larger optical modulation in commonly used Li+-electrolytes than close-
to-stoichiometric transparent films [32]. Absorbing NiOy films must be combined with
absorbing WO3-based films in a device for the purpose of charge balancing between the
anodic and cathodic films.

The discussion above points at the interest to study the EC properties of HWOx films,
but we are not aware of any previous detailed study of this kind. Here we present a thor-
ough investigation of the variations in transmittance and impedance over a large potential
range. Differences from conventional as-deposited transparent WO3 films were observed,
which may be of considerable significance for EC device applications. Furthermore, flexible
polyester substrates—which are of major interest for applications [33], rather than glass
substrates—were used in the present study. Section 2 below describes our experimental
techniques, Section 3 gives a basic review of the theory of impedance response in EC
materials, while Section 4 discusses our results in detail. Conclusions are given in Section 5.

2. Materials and Methods

Thin films of HWOx were produced by reactive DC magnetron sputtering from a W
target onto polyester substrates precoated with transparent and electrically conducting
indium–tin oxide (ITO; sheet resistance 30 Ω/square). Sputtering was carried out using a
power density of 3 W/cm2 in an Ar + O2 + H2 atmosphere at a pressure of 3 × 10−2 mbar
with a flow ratio of reactive gas to Ar of 0.3 and an O2/H2 flow ratio of 0.5. The luminous
transmittance of the as-deposited films was about 40%; they exhibited a bluish color.
The thickness of the films was ~300 nm, as inferred from surface profilometry. Detailed
information about the sputtering process, as well as structural characterization of such
films can be found elsewhere [29]. Films with active areas of 2 × 2 cm2 were used in all
experiments described below.

Electrochemical and optical measurements were carried out at applied potentials be-
tween 2.0 and 5.0 V vs. Li/Li+ with intervals of 0.3 V. Fresh as-deposited films were used for
the measurements at each applied potential. Electrochemical measurements on the HWOx
films were carried out in a MecaPlex CH-2540 glove box filled with Ar. The water content
in the glove box was about 5 ppm. A three-electrode setup was used for the experiments
with Li foils as reference and counter electrodes and HWOx film as working electrode.
The electrolyte was 1 M LiClO4 dissolved in propylene carbonate. EIS measurements
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were performed on a Solartron 1286 electrochemical interface together with a Solartron
1260 frequency response analyzer. An AC signal of 10 mV amplitude was superimposed
on the applied DC potential. The frequency of the AC signal was scanned between 10−2

and 105 Hz with ten data points per decade. Before starting each EIS measurement, the
chosen DC potential was applied to the as-deposited film during a pretreatment period
of 15 min to achieve a stable electrochemical state. The inserted or extracted charge at the
chosen potential was obtained from this so-called chronoamperometry (CA) measurement
by integrating the current recorded during the pretreatment period. The measurement
procedure—encompassing pretreatment and ~35 min EIS measurement—was repeated
four times at the same DC potential to assure that the data were reliable and reproducible.

After the electrochemical measurement requiring Ar atmosphere was completed, a
constant potential was applied to the film for 10 min. Subsequently, the film was taken out
of the glove box, cleaned by spraying with ethanol, and dried in a flow of nitrogen gas.
Optical transmittance measurements on these films were carried out ex situ after coloration;
data were recorded, at different potentials, in the 350–800-nm wavelength range using an
Ocean Optics fiber-optic spectrometer.

3. Theory

Equivalent-circuit analysis is commonly used to analyze data from EIS measurements,
such as those presented in detail below for EC HWOx thin films. The impedance response
is modeled by a circuit containing various circuit elements, which subsequently should be
interpreted in terms of the electrochemical and electrical transport processes occurring in
the sample under study. A variety of physical processes should be taken into consideration
when formulating an equivalent-circuit model for WO3-based films [11,23]: double-layer
capacitance, charge transfer of ions from electrolyte to film, an intermediate adsorption
step in which an ion combines with an electron from the conduction band of the film [34],
ion diffusion in the film, as well as possible effects occurring at the back contact to the film.
In some cases, constant-phase elements (CPEs) have to be used when fitting in order to
describe the capacitive effects. A CPE has an impedance given by

ZCPE =
[
τ(iω)n]−1, (1)

where τ is a generalized capacitance related to the amplitude of the CPE, ω is angular
frequency, and n is a power-law exponent. It should be noted that an equivalent-circuit
model is never unique, but in the present work we build on extensive previous experience
of EIS studies of WO3 thin films [11,22,23].

We first consider the potential region below 3.5 V vs. Li/Li+ and employ a generalized
Randles model, as in our previous works [22,23]. Figure 1a shows an equivalent circuit; it
includes interfacial CPE and resistance elements as well as an anomalous diffusion element,
which is used instead of the ordinary diffusion impedance. The interfacial elements may
contain contributions from the electrochemical double-layer as well as from adsorption,
since we were not able to separate these effects in our fits to experimental spectra. To
describe anomalous diffusion, we use the “anomalous diffusion 1b” model from the work
by Bisquert and Compte [21], which is based on a direct generalization of Fick’s law to
the case of fractional diffusion [35]. In Figure 1, Rhf is the high-frequency resistance due to
the electrolyte and the ITO substrate, CPEint is the constant-phase element describing the
front (electrolyte/EC film) interface, Rct is the effective charge transfer resistance (including
adsorption effects) at the front interface, and Zd is the diffusion impedance. The Zd element
describes diffusion in the film as well as back interface (EC film/ITO) effects, since diffusion
is assumed to be blocked at the back interface. It is common to use a distributed element
representation (generally a transmission line) for Zd, as shown in the figure where q and c
denote the impedance per unit length of the constant-phase element and the capacitance
per unit length, respectively [21–23].
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Figure 1. (a) Equivalent circuit used at potentials below 3.5 V vs. Li/Li+ and constituent electrochemical system: an EC film
immersed in an electrolyte. The rectangle within the bluish background delineates a transmission-line representation of
the diffusion impedance Zd for “anomalous diffusion 1b” (cf. main text). (b) Corresponding equivalent circuit used for
potentials above 3.5 V vs. Li/Li+.

The impedance of the depicted transmission line is given by [21]

Zd(ω) = Rωω
γ−1
d

(ωd
iω

)1− γ
2 coth

[(
iω
ωd

) γ
2
]

, (2)

where Zd(ω) is the diffusion impedance, Rω is a pre-factor which only affects the magnitude
of the impedance (the so-called “diffusion resistance”), ωd is a characteristic frequency, and
γ = 1 − nq is the power-law exponent of the CPE element q. This exponent can take values
between 0 and 1.

At high potentials, above 3.5 V vs. Li/Li+ where only little ion intercalation takes
place, we were not able to obtain good fits to the generalized Randles circuit in Figure 1a.
Instead, we replace the diffusion element with a second parallel R-CPE combination, as
depicted in Figure 1b. Here Rct and CPEint have the same meaning as in Figure 1a, while
the interpretation of the low-frequency parameters Rlf and CPElf is not obvious. The
interpretation of these circuit elements may involve effects of the intermediate adsorption
step [34] as well as of the impedance due to parasitic chemical reactions [10,36] in the
system, which may occur at high potentials.

Equivalent-circuit fitting of experimental data was carried out by use of the software
ZView [37]. Data points above frequencies of about 20 kHz were affected by parasitic
effects such as those related to the counter and reference electrodes, as well as noise, and
were excluded from the fits. In order to describe the quality of the fits, we use the weighted-
sum-of-squares (WSSQ) deviation [37], in which the differences between experimental data
and corresponding fit are weighted by the magnitude of the data values. This method has
advantages when the fitted quantities vary by orders of magnitude, as is the case here.

From the anomalous diffusion element Zd it is possible to determine the diffusion co-
efficient and the charge capacity of the films. The relation between the diffusion coefficient
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D and the fitting parameters as well as the diffusion length L (in our case being the film
thickness) is given by [22,24]

D = L2ωd = L2
(

cτ−1
q L2

)− 1/γ

, (3)

where τq denotes the capacitive amplitude of the CPE q in Figure 1a.
It is useful to know how much charge takes part in the electrochemical coloration/bleaching

process of the HWOx film. We can estimate how many ions per host atom are inserted
when the applied potential, and therefore the energy, U, is changed. If z is defined as the
number of inserted ions per host atom in the film, then

z =
Nion
Nhost

=
Qion M

eAdρNA
(4)

where Qion is the inserted/extracted ionic charge, which is equal to the electronic charge.
In addition, M is the molar mass of the host material in which the ions are inserted, e is the
charge of an electron, A is the active area of the film, d is the film thickness, ρ is the density
of the film, and NA is Avogadro’s constant. The low-frequency chemical capacitance, Cchem,
in an EIS measurement is given by [38]

Cchem = e2 dN
dU

(5)

where N is the number of electrons inserted together with the ions, and dN/dU is the
number of electrons inserted per unit energy. The quantity dz/dU can now be found by
using Equation (4). It has the appearance of an effective density-of-states and shows how
many ions per host atom, or alternatively charge-compensating electrons, that are inserted
in the film at a certain energy. This parameter gives a measure of the potential-dependent
charge capacity and can give qualitative information about the electronic density of states
in the film [39–41].

4. Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows transmittance as a function of wavelength for a HWOx film after
electrochemical treatment at the given potentials. The potentials yield different coloration
states with different amounts of ions intercalated into the film. The coloration/bleaching
process is reversible and a continuous function of applied potential. It is seen that the
optical contrast between colored and bleached states can be excellent and spans the range
from 85% in the fully bleached state to below 10% in the fully colored state at mid-visible
wavelengths. The transmittance spectra of as-deposited films were very close to the
spectrum pertaining to 3.2 V vs. Li/Li+, as seen in Figure 2.

We first discuss the charge corresponding to the fully bleached and dark states, ob-
tained from the CA measurements. The bluish as-deposited HWOx films could be fully
bleached at 5.0 V vs. Li/Li+, which required extracting a charge of 8.9 mC/cm2. On
the other hand, the dark state at 2.0 V vs. Li/Li+ was reached by inserting a charge
of 20.3 mC/cm2 into an as-deposited film. Hence the total charge capacity was found
to be 29.3 mC/cm2, which is slightly higher than values reported for sputter deposited
non-hydrous WO3 films [27].

To assess the performance of the HWOx films, we now consider the optical properties
at a mid-luminous wavelength of 550 nm. At this wavelength, the transmittance contrast
between fully bleached and dark states was about 0.72, corresponding to an optical density
(OD) difference of 2.26. The coloration efficiency (CE) was obtained by dividing the OD
difference by the charge inserted during coloration, starting at the bleached state. The
obtained value of the CE, 77.2 cm2/C, falls in the range of values for non-hydrous WO3
films sputter deposited under similar conditions [27].
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Figure 2. Spectral optical transmittance for a ~300-nm-thick film of HWOx at applied potentials between 2.0 and 5.0 V vs.
Li/Li+. The optical transmittance of the as-deposited film is given by the dashed curve.

The color of the bleached and dark states was quantitatively assessed by calculating
the CIE chromaticity coordinates (x,y,z) from the optical spectra, using the CIE 1931 Colori-
metric System and the daylight illuminant D65 [42]. The bleached state is characterized by
x = 0.32, y = 0.34, and z = 0.34, which signifies an almost neutral color. The dark state was
found to exhibit the color coordinates x = 0.25, y = 0.28, and z = 0.47; this signifies a blue
color close to that found in a previous study of hydrous WO3 films [7].

It should be noted that complete bleaching requires potentials close to 5 V vs. Li/Li+,
which is the main difference from the behavior of non-hydrous amorphous WO3 films. In
fact, many previous studies have shown that non-hydrous WO3 films require only 3.5 to
4 V vs. Li/Li+ to bleach completely [7,8].

Corresponding impedance response data are given in a complex impedance plot at
low potentials in Figure 3a,b and at high potentials in Figure 3c,d. The impedance varies as
a function of frequency over orders of magnitude, and therefore each spectrum is plotted in
two graphs so as to show all pertinent features. It is observed that higher applied potentials
gave larger impedance values. It is also seen that the fits to the equivalent circuits in
Figure 1 demonstrated reasonably good agreement and generally the WSSQ deviation (see
Tables A1 and A2 in Appendix A) was in the range 0.01–0.1, except for potentials at 4.4 V
vs. Li/Li+ and above where it was difficult to find a good fit at the lowest frequencies as
evident from Figure 3d. The quality of the fit at low potentials was mostly of the same
order of magnitude as in earlier work on WO3 [22]; however, it was difficult to obtain an
accurate fit at high frequencies for some potentials, as apparent in Figure 3a. The visible
high-frequency feature in the spectra is a depressed semicircle in the complex Z-plane; this
feature is frequently overlapping with the anomalous diffusion response at low potentials
and with a second semicircle at high potentials. The first depressed semicircle is due to
the combination of interfacial resistance and CPE elements. It can be interpreted as being
due to a combination of intermediate adsorption and double-layer effects. In spectra taken
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at low potentials, only part of this semicircle was reliably detected because of noise and
parasitic effects occurring at frequencies above about 20 kHz. Tables A1 and A2 give values
of the circuit elements obtained from the fits to the experimental EIS spectra.
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potentials vs. Li/Li+. Some specific frequencies are marked in the figure. Measured data are denoted by symbols and full
lines represent fits to equivalent-circuit models as described in the main text.

We find that Rct is of the order of 30 to 210 Ω at low potentials and abruptly increases
to a few thousand ohms at a potential of 3.5 V vs. Li/Li+. This behavior signals that the
intercalation of Li ions into the film becomes considerably more difficult at potentials above
3.5 V vs. Li/Li+. It is not possible to interpret CPEint in terms of purely capacitive effects
because of the frequency dependence inherent in the CPE behavior. However, τq, which
should be proportional to an “effective” capacitance, decreases from the 10−4 to the 10−6

F-range between 3 and 4 V vs. Li/Li+. The lower part of this range contains typical values
of double-layer capacitance, while values of adsorption capacitance for non-hydrous WO3
films were found to be of the order of mF [23]. Hence, we assume that CPEint and Rct have
contributions from both the charging of the double-layer and the intermediate adsorption
step. These two processes are probably overlapping so that they cannot be distinguished
in the present case. The anomalous diffusion parameters in Table A1 are broadly consistent
with previous data for non-hydrous WO3 films [23], with some quantitative differences
that are better discussed in terms of the diffusion coefficient, as we proceed to do below.

The interpretation of the data at potentials above 3.5 V vs. Li/Li+ is more complicated.
An anomalous diffusion contribution due to ion diffusion in the HWOx film could not
be resolved, but still the samples exhibited significant coloration in this potential range,
as seen in Figure 2. However, it was recently shown that the intermediate adsorption
process leads to coloration, in addition to the ion diffusion process [23]. Therefore, we
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conclude that the adsorption process must be an important contribution to the EIS spectra
at potentials above 3.5 V vs. Li/Li+, but whether it contributes to the high-frequency or the
low-frequency semicircles in Figure 3c,d is not clear. We tentatively assign the elements
CPEint and Rct in Figure 1b to the double-layer and assume that the adsorption process
is the main contribution to the low-frequency resistance and CPE. As mentioned above,
chemical reactions also give rise to semicircles in the complex impedance plane, and these
may affect the EIS spectra at least at the highest potentials. For example, it is known that the
oxidation of propylene carbonate starts around 4.5 V vs. Li/Li+ [43]. It is also possible that
the capacitive behavior at the highest potentials was affected by the geometric capacitance
of the HWOx thin film.

We now turn to the analysis of the anomalous diffusion element Zd. Its fitting pa-
rameters are given in Table A1 and will be discussed in terms of the chemical capacitance
and diffusion coefficient, which have clear physical meanings. The chemical capacitance is
the asymptotic low-frequency capacitance of the anomalous diffusion response and can,
in principle, be obtained from the fit parameter c. It is also illustrative to plot the data
in the complex capacitance plane via the transformation C = 1/iωZ. The curves in the
complex C plane are arc-shaped and exhibit different size at each applied potential, as seen
in Figure 4. The data were fitted to a semicircle and extrapolated to obtain the intercept
with the real axis in order to obtain Cchem. This procedure works very well for potentials
below 3.5 V vs. Li/Li+, and the graphical extrapolation matched accurately with the circuit
fitting. However, at higher potentials the curves bend upwards in the capacitance plane
because of the influence of the low-frequency resistance Rlf. This quantity exhibits values
of the order of a few times 105 Ω, as can be seen in Table A2, and could be influenced by
the reaction resistance of parasitic side reactions. For these high potentials, Cchem values
were estimated from the measured capacitance at the lowest frequencies.
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Figure 4. Imaginary capacitance vs. real capacitance for a ~300-nm-thick HWOx film measured in a Li+-containing electro-
lyte: (a) at low potentials; (b) at high potentials. Spectra were measured in the frequency range 10 mHz to 100 kHz at the 
shown potentials vs. Li/Li+. Symbols indicate measured data and solid lines show the semicircle fit. 
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Figure 4. Imaginary capacitance vs. real capacitance for a ~300-nm-thick HWOx film measured in a Li+-containing
electrolyte: (a) at low potentials; (b) at high potentials. Spectra were measured in the frequency range 10 mHz to 100 kHz at
the shown potentials vs. Li/Li+. Symbols indicate measured data and solid lines show the semicircle fit.

The applied-potential-dependence of Cchem and D were also analyzed and will be
considered next. Values of Cchem were obtained from Figure 4 and were converted to charge
capacity, dz/dU, by Equations (4) and (5). Figure 5 shows this quantity—i.e., how many
ions (and electrons) per host atom are inserted in the film when the energy is changed—as
a function of applied potential. It is seen that dz/dU exhibited a maximum when the film
was in its darkest state and decreases smoothly when the potential was increased upon
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going toward the bleached state. The maximum number of Li+/W at the lowest potential
was found to be of the order of 0.3.
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Figure 5. Charge capacity of inserted Li ions/electrons per unit potential and formula unit, denoted
dz/dU, as a function of potential vs. Li/Li+ for a ~300-nm-thick HWOx film measured in a Li+-
containing electrolyte.

It has been shown that dz/dU can be interpreted qualitatively in terms of the electronic
density of states of the material [35]. In connection with Figure 5, it has to be realized that
lower potentials are equivalent to higher energies. The increase of dz/dU for potentials
below 3.8 V vs. Li/Li+ is qualitatively similar to the density of states of the conduction
band edge in WO3 [36,37]. However, we also observe a tail of states at high potentials, and
from Figure 2 it is clearly seen that the EC behavior extends into this range. We therefore
interpret dz/dU for potentials above 3.5 V vs. Li/Li+ as being due to a band tail of localized
states, probably associated with interfacial regions of the oxide film and with hydrogen
doping introduced during thin-film deposition.

The effective diffusion coefficient was obtained from equivalent-circuit analysis of
the EIS data according to Equation (3); data are reported in Figure 6. Values are slightly
lower at 2.0 and 2.3 V vs. Li/Li+ than at higher potentials. The number of Li ions in the
film is largest in the dark state at low potentials. Hence, many ion sites of the film are then
occupied, and therefore the ion diffusion is restricted. At higher potentials, there are more
unoccupied sites, and the diffusion coefficient is expected to be larger. Data in Figure 4 are
consistent with this argument. However, the origin of the detailed potential dependence is
unknown; we note that a similar dependence has been observed before for non-hydrous
WO3 films [11]. The magnitude of the diffusion coefficient is in the range encompassed
in our previous study of amorphous non-hydrous WO3 films [22] although significantly
lower than the highest values previously reported [22,23].
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5. Conclusions

Tungsten-oxide-based films can be deposited in colored state by sputtering in a
hydrogen-containing gas ambient. This fact enables the production of electrochromic
devices comprising dark hydrous tungsten oxide (HWOx) films and dark nickel oxide
(NiOy) films positioned between transparent electrical contacts and separated by an elec-
trolyte. This production route is of considerable interest.

In the present work, we studied the optical and electrochemical properties of HWOx
films. Their electrochromic behavior as well as their impedance spectra were qualitatively
similar to those of conventional non-hydrous WO3 films. Impedance spectroscopy at
potentials below 3.5 V vs. Li/Li+ could be fitted by well-established anomalous-diffusion
models. At higher potentials, a simpler equivalent circuit—which, however, is more
difficult to interpret—gave a satisfactory fit to impedance spectra. Charge capacities
and coloration efficiencies were similar to values for non-hydrous WO3. The diffusion
coefficients were comparable, but the values for HWOx were found in the lower part of
the range for differently prepared WO3 films. However, the hydrous films did not bleach
completely until a very high potential, of the order of 5 V vs. Li/Li+, was applied. It
seems that this effect is related to the existence of a significant band-tail, possibly due
to hydrogen-related states, extending in a significant range below the conduction band
edge. The large potential span embraced by the coloration/bleaching process might be an
important disadvantage when it comes to applications in electrochromic devices for smart
windows; this is so because parasitic chemical side reactions might be present at potentials
significantly above 4 V vs. Li/Li+. Therefore, durability issues should be given high
priority in future investigations of electrochromic devices embodying HWOx thin films.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Parameters obtained from fitting of experimental EIS spectra shown in Figure 3a,b and Figure 4a to the equivalent
circuit depicted in Figure 1a. In addition, the weighted sum of squares (WSSQ) value of each fit is presented. Resistance and
capacitance values were normalized to 1 cm2 of electrode area.

Bias Potential
(V vs. Li/Li+)

Rhf
(Ω)

τint
(µF s−1+n

int)
nint

Rct
(Ω)

τq
(µF s−1+nq m) nq

c
(F m−1) WSSQ

3.2 220 315 0.611 210 0.86 × 10−4 0.242 4667 0.043
2.9 212 571 0.603 76.2 2.56 × 10−4 0.202 14,670 0.098
2.6 184 11.8 0.598 46.1 3.66 × 10−4 0.111 35,330 0.124
2.3 183 281 0.363 47.7 2.55 × 10−4 0.110 45,670 0.013
2.0 186 893 0.336 28.9 6.09 × 10−4 0.118 56,670 0.088

Table A2. Parameters obtained from fitting of experimental EIS spectra shown in Figure 3c,d and Figure 4b to the equivalent
circuit depicted in Figure 1b. In addition, weighted sum of squares (WSSQ) value of each fit is presented. Resistance and
capacitance values were normalized to 1 cm2 of electrode area.

Bias Potential
(V vs. Li/Li+)

Rhf
(Ω)

τint
(µF s−1+n

int)
nint

Rct
(Ω)

τlf
(µF s−1+n

lf ) nlf
Rlf
(Ω) WSSQ

4.7 249 4.88 0.753 4162 3.85 0.854 3.62 × 105 0.182
4.4 256 3.73 0.851 1635 5.16 0.762 5.04 × 105 0.174
4.1 255 4.70 0.784 2681 5.64 0.801 1.80 × 105 0.046
3.8 247 6.10 0.740 3130 7.81 0.818 0.88 × 105 0.059
3.5 230 28.9 0.562 4061 139 0.741 1.78 × 105 0.052
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